Shipping IT Equipment to...

Rwanda

Quick Facts
Destination: Kigali, Rwanda
Value Shipped: $14,000+
Incoterms: DDP
Service Level: EconomyIT

Services Provided
Scheduled Collection
Import/Export Doc. Support
Direct Door-to-Door Shipping
Customs Clearance
Importer of Record Services
Last Mile Delivery

Additional Requirements
RURA Approval Process
RSB Inspection

Challenge
A global telecommunications service provider had to deliver specialized
equipment to a mobile network provider in Kigali, Rwanda. Without an
import license or business entity, they needed a full service supply chain
provider to properly import the IT hardware into Rwanda on their behalf.

Process

Drop-ship to
FGX Facility

Manifest & Full
Document Support

Direct Flight to
Destination Country

The hardware was directly
delivered from the
manufacturer warehouse to
FGX’s transfer facility in New
York City.

The shipment contents
were verified with Rwandan
standards and all documents
were procured according to
local customs requirements.

The shipment was booked
on a flight from New York to
Kigali on a major commercial
airline and arrived in Rwanda
in 4 days.

Importer of Record
Service

RURA Approval &
Custom Clearance

Final Delivery

FGX’s trading company
imported the shipment on
behalf of the client as they
didn’t have a business entity in
Rwanda.

Our brokerage interfaced
with the Rwanda Utilities
Regulatory Authority to obtain
import approval and complete
customs clearance.

Delivery was scheduled with
the client’s data center in
Kigali. Final delivery was
completed on schedule.

All telecommunications devices being imported into Rwanda need to gain approval from
the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (RURA) and Rwanda Standards Board (RSB). To do
this, we provided the RURA with requested device specs and data sheets. After approval by
the RURA, the RSB ran a inspection on the shipment for final approval. The whole process
was finalized with a signature by the director of the RSB.

Result
FGX was able to handle the entire logistics process from local collection to final delivery.
Our team in Rwanda was able to handle the shipment effortlessly through the custom
process allowing for expedited clearance timeline.
The client was able to procure their hardware in the USA and seamlessly ship it to Rwanda.

17%

Savings vs. Procuring Locally

8 - 10
Days Door-to-Door

To learn more about FGX and how our fully managed supply chain
services can help your company, contact us today.
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